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Gerald Render: The biggest thing you should understand about budget is you’re
committing to manage your money instead of your money
managing you.

Female: You are listening to brothersoftheword.com. This is session two
of the “Render My Money Financial Empowerment Class” by
Gerald Render. This message is number 6468. That’s 6468.
Listen to over a thousand free messages on
brothersoftheword.com.

(Music Playing)

Female: And now for 6468, Render My Money, Financial Empowerment
Class, session two.

Gerald Render: I would like to just welcome everyone to our second session of the
Render My Money series. Today, we’re going to be talking about
building your budget. And I’d just like to start with a recap of our
last meeting when we discussed Christian wealth. And some
really understood that money alone is not the solution to financial
problems or even happiness. We also understood that we’re just
seeking what we call Christian wealth which is described in
Proverbs 10:22, “The blessings of the Lord, it makes you rich and
added no sorrow.

Now, I also like to mention what Bishop Dale Bronner said in his
ministry one time, well he said that, “God would not bless us to a
higher level where our character will not sustain us.” So, after we
see people use their talents, good fortune to have their world
expanded from a wealth position or some people married to
wealth or just a success position, where they get promotion at
work and their character that this is sustainable. They get a big
or head or they become very arrogant.

So, we see people get to a higher level and then they find that they
are more miserable than they were before they had a higher level
of success and whoever that may be. So, what we’d like to talk
about, there are three principles you must incorporate when you
look at reaching your vision. Now, how many people or whoever
had come up with a financial vision, financial and ambition?

So, you had a vision, envision that destination, the mission that
sort of speaks to how you’re going to get there. So, how many
people had a vision? Raise your hand. Okay, how many of you
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have visions more are higher than you are right now? Okay, so
everybody wants to go up right? So, there are three principles we
want to incorporate in our hearts. So, as we grow, we will grow
in spirit the right way and the right understanding of our
blessings.

So, whenever we look at our financial visions, there are three
things that we need to think about and make sure we are able to
do when we look and analyze what our financial is for our lives.
The first thing we say, “Will I be able to manage it?” Two, “Will I
be able to give?” You don’t want your financial destination be to
a point where you become coveters, you want to be able to give.
And three, “Will I be able to be happy for others who reach a
similar or higher level than I am?” and we see this as a common
occurrence. When we see people have a friend that gets promoted
to their level and their friendship breaks up.

So, we want to make sure we have the heart right, and when we
think about our mission statement, we know it’s a destination.
It’s a destination and when you think about a destination, you
think about what movement. Whenever we are changing from
one place to another, no matter how much time is involved, when
you go from one place to another that’s called a journey.

Now, you can have a journey in a lot of different ways. You can
have a journey from a wealth perspective or you can have
movement that consists of changes. And what I like to always let
us know is that sometimes, we can easily become discouraged
when we start on this journey and we forget the fact that we didn’t
get to wherever position we are overnight.

But time, see for sometimes affect our ability to manage that
journey. I mean, you’ve heard the saying -- it’s a cliché, “Be happy
in the journey.” What I’m telling you is, be happy in the
movement. A journey is the act of moving from one place or the
act of moving from one place to another. So, if we’re having
changes in our monetary or physical life and then they may have
a change in our circumstances, we may get married.

So, wherever that change is, we know we are going somewhere.
And when it’s a financial journey, there are some basic rules that
we need to understand. Some basic tools that we need to
understand, what they are consisting with any journey. So, if
we’re going on a journey, right? What are three things that we
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have to know before we go on a journey? Who can give me one?
What’s one thing you have to know?

00:05:03

Okay I see your hand first. Okay, we got where you’re going and
destination, okay? That’s one. Destination, what’s the second?
Current position, all right, I need one more. How you’re going to
get there, that’s right. Exactly, and finance is the exact same
thing and when we think of those three things, we know we
started with a vision and our vision which is our overarch and
where we see ourselves. And we know the Bible has a scripture
that our people pass for lack vision.

Because if you don’t know where you want to go, you’ll go
anywhere, right? The second thing is that we have to have an
idea how we’re going to get there. So, we create our mission
statement, that’s what I said. Mission statement, where you say
you’re going to do some things starting internally and externally.
We say we’re going to cut down debt. Whatever things that you
could come up with then, just offer some time and meditation that
you can decide, that’s going to help you get your vision. That’s
what you put down.

Your mission can always be adjusted but we’re going to learn from
tools. But the third thing we said is our current position and this
is something that really is very important, because so many
times, we take our current position for granted. We say, “I know
what’s going on with my money, I aint got none.”

And you know, to be honest, it could be a little discouraging.
Where you feel like you’re working hard every day and when you
want something, you can't get it and you see everything on TV
telling you, “You need this, you need that.” But it's the most
important thing, because you can't get anywhere unless you know
where you’re starting from. You can't get anywhere unless you
know where you’re starting from.

You can't get anywhere unless you know where you’re starting
from. You could see your vision, “I got to go over there”. If you
don’t know where you are, how do you get there? So, we’re going
to focus on the first two and bring the financial success, and that’s
your current situation. And you find out what your current
situation is when you develop a budget.
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Now, budget has been responsible for a lot of terms that seem
really sophisticated, we hear politicians saying, “We’re going to
balance the budget.” We hear people say, “Our budget is not going
to let me do it.” Or we say, “Are you on a budget or something?
You can't go ahead, you’re on a budget?” But, a budget really
starts with an idea of where your money is going and it also takes
into account what money did you receive.

Very simple, it has your income and your expenses, but simple as
it may be, it takes dedication and it takes consistency to do it.
Now, one thing that I will be doing for this budget is, now because
we have these mini computers we walk around, I did pick out the
best apps. Because before, you had to write everything down, you
know? I say, “Get a ledger, get a little pad”. When you go into
the store, you got to write down, “I’m buying something.” Because
we got find or we start looking at our budget, how a little money
can go a long way in time and with compound interest.

Now, I’m here to report to you all that there’s no real compound
interest in saving. You just can put your money to savings
account and get five -- and with inflation is high, it’s up to 10%
sometimes. You got to see these, they’ll pay you 10%, but that’s
not the case now. You don’t even get 1% of the savings account.

So, we’re going to talk as we go about how to make our money
grow but first, you have to start with something to grow. So, when
we think about our budget, this is what we are saying, we are
putting it together, so we won’t spend our way into problems. But
the biggest thing you should understand about a budget is you’re
committing to manage your money, instead of your money
managing you, very important.

You know, the only time the bible relates to slavery is dead and
we used to see the tag on all the cars, “I owe, I owe, so off to work
I go,” right? Everybody that’s nothing, that’s nothing right? But
there’s a freedom that comes when you are managing your money,
instead of your money managing you or I can't do that. Or, what’s
the biggest season of depression? Right after Christmas, it's been
that way for as long as I’ve been living, because people go
overspend and then they face with reality because on
overspending and then they’re depressed.
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So, we’re going to commit to managing our money, instead of our
money managing us, and there are four keys that I also talk about
when we talked about wealth. And when you talk about wealth,
the four keys that I personally feel are super important, because
we can do everything right. You can get your budget, you can say
“But there’s a devour(ph), it’s you need protection from”. That’s
here to seek and destroy and you can have things happen. You’ve
done everything right and you need God’s head around you
sometimes, where you’ve put forth the effort. So, I always implore
God in whatever I do. So, that’s my first thing. What is my
relationship with God? Because I can control me, but I can't
control everything; but God can.

00:10:04

So, there are four keys to becoming wealthy. The first one is time.
Now, in the bible, this is one area God said, “You can testament”.
Meaning, he’s saying that he’s worried. Now, I’m not one of these
people that say “God is a slot machine”. I do not preach, bring
down and then he’ll press it down and you bring me 100 and he’s
going to make it to 1,000. Now, that’s something between you and
God, but I do believe in all his laws.

So, if God were to say -- written unto God, sees and what sees unto
God. So, I do believe in time. The second principle that I believe
is, live within your means and this is something I learned early
from my mother. We’d get in trouble impressing people who don’t
really care about us. I mean, it’s amazing, you know? Now, I told
you the story about my suits. You can get anointing and look good
in a 10-year old take your suit, like I was doing. I was wearing
suits and people were see it over and over and God put his
anointing on me it was like, people see me “Is that a new suit?”
I’m like, “I just bought this suit a up here, I know a few weeks
ago, a month ago”.

The third thing, save. Pay yourself. You know, you see how
adult’s emotional tie to money is always developed by their first
experience with money by watching their parents. Your personal,
your personality, your personal feelings about money is developed
how you see your parents dealt with money. If you saw a lot of
fear sometimes and saw somebody that messed up money and
maybe lost money investing, you might be a person that’s really
scared to invest, or if your parents showed you love by taking to
the mall, the mall became your love interest.
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People liked going to the mall just to walk around and they
wonder why. So, how many times, you see a parent tell, “Okay
you did good, we’re going to take you to the mall.” And how many
of you see parents say, “Hey, well you did good, we’re going to
start you a savings account and watch your money grow.” These
are learned behaviors, but saving is the only time you pay
yourself.

Saving money is the only time you pay yourself. If you don’t save
that money, you’re paying everybody else. You’re working for Mr.
Sax, Mr. Macy’s, mister -- whoever you’re paying, that’s who
you’re working for. When Jay was a little boy, his daddy taught
him to get up and say, “A penny saved is a penny earned”. He
was saving on a dime, he was this tall and he was just stand up
on a table and he would yell out, “A penny saved is a penny -- ” he
had a real high voice, so I’m almost like a ventriloquist, like an
ant on his back. You all I could tell him, I told you. That’s a
saying for you all.

And the fourth thing is be committed to do it for consistency for a
period of time consistently. Consistency in investing is the key.
Consistency, don’t get weary and well done and I’m going to show
the opportunities we’ve had in this lifetime, when we get to part
where we start looking at how do we grow our finance, we start
talking about investing. But, you can't worry about what you
haven’t done; you can just start doing what you could do now.

So, those are the four principles that I believe that are key to
being wealthy. Time, live within your means, save and do it for a
long time, consistency over a period of time. So, when we implore
these principles of each keys. There are a couple of things we
have to also talk about which are the emotion that comes with
how we spend our money.

I talked about the emotions you get how you look at money and
how you value money from which you saw your parents do. But
there is also emotion that we say, because we hear this a lot. It’s
understanding what your needs are and what are you want.
Because I’ve hear a lot of people say, “I need that. I need those
shoes. I need that they put “need” -- but the principle of a need
is, and need is the things that are made for your existence, food,
clothing and shelter.
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Wants speak to the status, the cost or the emotional tie to those
necessities. What I mean by that is wants and desires always
follow an emotional that you were getting it for other reasons,
other than you really have to have it to live. Meaning, you can
have a house, but if you want a particular house that’s outside of
your affordability, what you can afford, that’s a want.

When you got to stretch your qualifications to get in the house,
and then you’re going to pray to God to help you make the note.
That is not a need. You got to get a car that we already can't put
gas in it, because this car is going to make you feel good when you
get out of it, that is a want not a need.

00:14:58

The philosophy of needs and wants is that you purchased things
within your means, but your desires are designed to reward you
and your surplus. So, what did that mean? When you pay God,
paid yourself, saved your money, paid your bills, if you’re doing
all three of those and you have surplus, you can extend. If you
have a goal of it, you can extend and do things. Because always
the philosophy how can you help people? What is right position
to be able to help people? It’s out of surplus.

Unless you get a divine, I don’t think God will speak to people.
Unless you get divine word from God to take your rent and give it
to this person, but I tell you what, you better have a direct line to
God, because I’ve seen a lot of people do that and be homeless and
expecting to get that money back. So, I don’t say that’s not the
case, but I’m saying we want to understand and we want to follow
our needs first and our desires and that will be in order in our
surplus. And we’re going to get away from the emotional ties of
stuff, because what happens is that, where we operate your
desire, that’s what financial tailspin is.

Financial tailspin happens when we’ve gotten out of line and went
with it our desires and we’d been consistently doing well or we get
to a point where we say, “I got to have this house and I’m pretty
sure that I’m going to get this promotion and someone is going to
get it.” And everybody heard this before I mean, we’ve just came
out of the house and market. When people come around you, you
and your neighbor’s house, just went up in value $100,000. So,
you know your house is worth $100,000 so, get ahead and get this
loan and get a second on your house and take that and buy you a
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car, because five years from now, you’ll be able to sell this house
at $300,000 more and people what a view.

People had almost closed the paying their house off and went and
took mortgages out, because somebody is going to tell them what’s
in the crystal ball. No adviser can predict what is going to happen
tomorrow. What I believe that I don’t only invest from a
standpoint of leveraging “I know what is going to happen
tomorrow.” The way I invest is I invest thinking that, if things
will make a system from a standpoint on all practical reasons.

I have no reason to believe that Walmart would be closed
tomorrow or the end of next year. So for me to invest in Walmart,
I’m comfortable saying, “I can invest in Walmart because they are
going to be in business for another year, another two years.” Now
I want to say I believe in Walmart for 20 years, why? What do we
see happening now? What do we see on the news all the time?
People order stuff online, brick and mortar.

So you remember Blockbuster? So, you do have to be aware of
what’s happening, “Well, I’m not afraid of buying stock in
Walmart. I think when I go to Walmart, it’s practical, people still
love Walmart”. So I invest in what I know and if something does
happen tomorrow, I couldn’t do anything about it anyway. You
know, we go into a war and they start bombing, and Walmart may
be in trouble then, but you can’t do anything about that. I mean
you got money hidden in your mattresses. Because, you got to get
to that money to go spending on something and how do you get to
the store if everybody is broke?

So we don’t worry about things we can’t control, but we do act
wisely in what we know is successful and there are companies
that don’t just rely on America. Did you know Walmart is like in
every other country? You know Coca-Cola is everywhere in the
world? So, these companies have penetrated every market. You
can go to probably some bush in the Amazon and see someone
with a Coca-Cola.

So, what I’m saying is that we don’t want a financial tailspin,
when we do things that are out of line of the fundamental
principle of how we manage money. I mean, you buy what you
afford and you understand what is reasonable and how things will
grow. We talked about all that -- we talk about what is the
definition of a bubble? We talked about all of that, but the biggest
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thing we are talking about now is our emotion getting involved
and causes to outspend, because most of us, to be honest, probably
haven’t lost money and invested in something real big. Most of
us lost money because we’ve been spending it all. That’s the
norm. That’s not just in this place. This is America.

It was credit card debt that was way up. It went to fools and
bought five, six houses. They had credit card debt that just going
to the store buying some shoes and buying cars. So, we want to
manage our spending. So, the first thing we are going to talk
about is a monthly budget. So, the first thing we do with the
monthly budget is we understand that our monthly budget is
going to consist of our net pay. Now, some budgets do your taxes
and all of that, I’ll speak to that a later, but I will speak to this
class. But I looked at your net pay and your net pay is what you
take home and what is going is your checking account? If you
direct deposit every two weeks, every month, every week, that’s
where we’ll look at. And then we’ll look at all the expenses. Now,
we then employ a budget guideline.

00:20:00

A budget guideline gives you a certain percentage to see if you’re
out of line somewhere, like your housing should be 34 % of your
monthly income. So, if you have-- if you make $1,000 a month,
then your house should be $340, that’s how much you spent in
rent, whatever you in line. Now, you will find that if you don’t
have a car with an auto expense, you say, “Well I’m not going to
get a car. I’d ride my bike to work. I’ll live in a townhouse and
my business right downstairs, I’m not going to use a car. I’m
going to Uber everywhere”.

You will take that expense, whatever that expense is and you put
it out of your Uber bill or if you’re just riding a bike and you’re
just totally agree green and you just put your bike repairs on that.
But the bottom line is if you are less in auto, where your auto
should be 15% of your monthly net pay, you could say, “Well, if
I’m not going to spend about 5%, I can take 10% and put it on my
house.” So, you can switch. It gives you the flexibility.

if you say, “I’m not going to eat out and that’s 3%, you could add
a different line.” It doesn’t matter, you don’t have to be so rigid
in the guidelines. It’s just that you want to make sure you account
for the 100% that you have being spent the right way. Where you
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don’t have to neglect your savings, your tithes, you don’t have to
neglect your health. So, preparing the budget, the first thing we
are going to do, now also give this to people because when you are
a single person or you know you don’t want to be totally efficient.

There is a general budget rule you could go. It’s not as efficient
as what we’re going to go through, but it is a budget and that
budget is called a 60-40 rule. And what the 60-40 rule says “What
I’m going to do is I’m going to take 60 % of my salary and I will
pay all my expenses out of that and I’m going to take, I got 40%
left and I’m going to take 1/10% and I’m going to tithe. I’m going
to take another 10% and I’m going to save. And I’m going take
another 10% and going to put it in for fun, or something that I
want to do and the other 10%, you do for emergencies.

So that’s the rule you can do, because if you get your expenses
down to 6% of your total salary, your net take home pay, you’re
living pretty efficient. That means your housing, food, shelter,
clothes all of that is in the 60%. It sounds easy, but it’s more
difficult than what I’m telling you, because you could find money
that is wasted in things like you’d say, “Hey, we might cut out our
electric -- our utility bills down and we wear a sweater in the
house or we insulate our house. And we see we’re paying.”

Because without a budget, you see money going out just like the
air going out of your house. If your bill come home and your heat
bill is $600, “We’re probably not going to have heat bill, but we’re
sure going to have an air conditioning bill while there’s global
warming on”, but insulation still benefits you, you understand?
So, we get the budget and we go to the line items. So, you’re going
to see a budget analysis and it looks something this, but you are
going to get this via email.

Basically what it’s going to have the categories of tithes, housing,
utilities, food, transportation, clothing, personal, savings, debt,
and then you have a subtotal. Those are your overall arch
expenses. Then you have medical under that and then that totals
100%, meaning that tithes is 10%, housing is 34%, utilities are 6,
food is 9, transportation is 13, clothing is 3, personal is 4%,
savings is 4, debt is 9, medical is 8. So, this is just a guideline.

So, when you get this, you look at what you have and you can say,
“Well, my medical is not 8% of my salary, my monthly take home
pay.” So, you can add it to another line item, but what we will do
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is, we’re going to first take the app that I’m going to send you and
this is going to be called-- but it’s going to allow you to track your
expenditures for one month. And then, I’m also going to send you
an Excel budget and so, you’ll be able to go in for that month and
place in this Excel document, we don’t have -- will require any
information and you’ll not have get emailed or anything like that.

Place it in that Excel document how much you spent and it’s going
to have columns set up where you can put what you’re supposed
to be sending we’ll just call it your “budget” and then the column
that you spent is called “actual without actually spending”,
everybody got that? So, you have an actual column that you’ve
track your expenditures on and you want to track everything,
because when I show you what a $100 dollars a month could do
as far as your savings, had you invest a $100 dollars in the stock
market, 20 years ago.

Everybody here can think of $25 dollars a week, they could have
saved, I mean that’s less than $5 dollars a day, right? Anybody
think of $5 dollars that they could have saved for the last 15
years? And you could have put quarters in a jar, but the point is
that, that little money invested in the market would have done
well and what we’re saying is that it’s not just about what is
happening in the United States, but these companies are now
global and America is still leading in goods and services that we
sell to the world.

00:25:14

Everybody talking about China has the workforce, but America is
selling products. China is building Ford cars over there and
General Motors cars, they’re not building a China car. They sad
six years ago, where we came out of the 2008 crash, Ford and
General Motors knew that at that time, the market of cars was 15
million cars a year and how many cars at the peak of the car
manufacturing, they were selling 15 million cars a year total. And
they figured that by 2020 in China back in 2010? They’re going
to be selling 15 million cars in China alone. They got a billion
people over there.

So when we invest, we can invest in companies that are solid
companies. Now don’t get me wrong, General Motors did file
bankruptcy. So, we would talk about how to have a balanced
investment, where you don’t put all your eggs in one basket. But
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still, there are ways you can invest, where you could participate
in a balanced way. Where you can participate in the market and
you don’t on all the risks and just invest in one company.

But it starts that you save in money first, to have money to invest
and you don’t have to invest in the stock market. You could still
invest in housing. I mean the housing market, people still got to
live somewhere. But again, it starts with you having the capital
and what is capital? Capital is money you have set aside to make
money that is why I call it capital. “I’m going to capitalize off
these”.

So, the assignment we’re going to have for next week is when you
get this apps, you’re going to go and track your spending. So,
you’re going to write down all your bills, you’ going to see
something in your house, where you’ll write on your house note,
where you write and it builds, you write all these down. Now,
what happens when you have a bill that is a variable bill like a
utility bill?

The way you do that is for this exercise, you don’t have the ability
to get the average, but the once you do this for a full year, the next
year when you do it, you’ll be able to take the average and that’s
what you put in for your utilities, because you have an idea of
what you spent for the whole year. So, that’s how you do a bill
that’s not going to be the same every month. You put an average
in, but if you have a bill where -- and this is something really you
have to really pay attention.

Let’s just say you have a car that that’s paying for, right? And
you don’t have a regular car now, but you’ve got repair bills. So,
let’s just say, this is when you know you need a new car. Let’s
just say your car is paid for, but your repair bills cost you $10,000
a year or $4,000 a year. So, you take over the repair bills and you
divide it by 12. So, you got a car that’s paid for, but it’s costing
you $4,000 a year and if you bought a car for $199 a month, you
will save money. You understand it? Because that car has cost
you close to close to $400 a month.

Now, if you got it fixed and they don’t break down anymore, then
you can ride it on out, but as soon as it break down again, you got
to get rid of that puppy. So, that’s even how we think we’re saving
by not having a car note, but we’re paying more and we could
increase our money by always looking at the average or total cost
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you would spent in a month even when you have expenses that
come up once or twice a year. Everybody understand?

And the third area is going to be debt. Now, debt is going to be
really key because debt is what really holds you back. Because
when I show you what you would do if you were earning 20%,
18%, you’re going to just fall out. If you’re earning 18% a year,
it’s crazy how that money grows. 13%, we’re going to do an
exercise. We’re going to take that same $100 and I’m going to
show you the difference in interest, but how many credit cards,
we know is 18%, 22%, 28% car note?

And you don’t pay for that which costs six times over when you’ve
got 28% car note and we would get excited, because a person say,
“Hey, I’m going to get you in for a $199 dollars. I’m going to get
you in how much you want to pay a month?” If a salesman ever
asks you how much you want to pay a month, he’s going to take
you to -- he’s going to take you to the cleaners.

You always should know the cost of everything you buy. You
don’t’ want to pay and then talk about these used cars, pay here,
buy here cars. It’s gotten so crazy and they’ll take a car that’s
worth $2,000 and they’ll sell it for $4,000, but because it’s a pay
here, buy here the loss I set up, where they’re going to repossess
that car. So you put them a $1,000 down, the car is worth$ 2,000
and you put a $1,000 down and they got you this crazy payment
where you got to be paying 6 to 7, 8 and $10,000 for the car.

So, you pay a year, plus your 1,000 and you pay another $800 that
year, they repossess the car, they get it, they sell again, the same
car and the companies that loan those car loss money, they don’t
even insure the car. You know, usually those cars are backed by
loans and it those look dealerships make. But because they sold
the car more, more times, they just loaned the cash and they pay
them 8, 9% on the money, but if the car is destroyed, these loan
companies don’t take any risk.

00:30:02

So, investors are pouring money into these buy here, pay here
lines. Because now like the people loaning the money got where
about them saying “We have lost the car”, he is just insuring and
with the money, because they know these guys got a racket going
and they take advantage of people.
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These are budget busters. So, if you are affected by this, don’t
worry about it just don’t do it again, just get out of it as soon as
you can. Pay it off and just keep moving, but you cannot stop and
put your head in the ground, because you made mistakes. Don’t
ever beat yourself up over something you did not know. The only
I beat myself, when I knew better and now you’re going to whip
yourself on that, “I knew I shouldn’t done that”. But if you did
know, now you know.

And I really truly believe that when you start putting the right
principles and you do the right things with your relation with
God, you will be blessed. God blesses our efforts just like in Jabez
prayer, but we have to do right. Because, see, if you got these
principles and God give you more money, guess what you’re going
to do, mess up more money. And then you looked at yourself, and
people like “And we didn’t know you got a lot of money, you
messed that up?” Nobody no feel sorry for you.

You now, what do they say with athletes? I mean, you get a
person who is out of hospital, never had a banking account and
they give him $50 million. And everybody says “Hey, big dummy,
well yeah.” I don’t see nobody driving up to an airplane and
watching the cab driver get in there and drive a plane. He got a
bigger plane, he got more power. You don’t want to spend that
cab driver know how to fly a plane do you? How many people
would get to a plane for a cab driver. Well, we have spent
somebody who never had money to know how to manage it.

You know it’s strange, because you think it’s going to be easy. So,
I'm telling you all prepare your future by the start and be in grace
stewards over what you have right now. Maximize that and be
happy with that, be happy that you understand that you’ve done
the best. Because at the end of the day, we all sing a song, “Guy
has everything, everything belongs to him”. So, we are all
stewards, we are all stewards over God’s product.

So, let’s just become great steward and he gave you one talent,
you just be the best you can with that one talent. And he will look
at you and say "You know what he’s doing good, I'm going to open
the door up for him”. If it don’t happen at least, you could be
proud that you did the best you could, and you didn’t messed up
and you get down the road. Because whenever you get layed down
in life, you always look back and look at regret, like “Man, if I
have what I have now, I would do a different”. It’s only when
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you’re going through you’ll be looking, “This ain’t nothing” and
you’d be looking like and I’m going t say about no spouse.

You know, but really I mean that’s the only time we lookat stuff
falsely, when we’re going through it. You think it’s the worst day
I mean like you in high school, you thought is the worst time of
your life. This stuff is so hard, that you get the kind of -- man,
then you get to started working and you’re like, “Wooh, I wish
that back in college” same thing. So, what I'm trying to encourage
you all is don’t worry about where you are, just start doing the
best you can right now.

So, when you get these fill it out and looked at it, frame it, because
when you move from it, you’re going to say "Wow” and it’s going
to look a small as in really is. It’s going to look small once you
move from it, just like you go back to High School, you’re like
“Man, this thing looks like”. But when you’re walking through
it’s the big “Wooh, wooh”, it’s so big, and you come out of
Elementary School and look.

So, has everybody send me their emails, because when you go
through the budget, when we go through the exercise after you all
get the budget guideline, you will have a Excel sheet for budget
and you’re going to have an app. It’s called Mint, M-I-N-T, that’s
the name of the Apple and Android. So, use the Mint App to track
your spending and once you track you spending, you’ve then go
onto the Excel document. But the Mint App does it’s something
about, I want you to put the excel document, because it allows you
to put in the actual, the month and you could see the actual what
you had and what you were supposed to have with the guidelines
saying you should be.

So, I gave you a goal to work for it, everybody understand? So,
we’ve got any questions? No questions? Okay, no more questions.
You’re talking about student loans? Okay, so, first of all do you
have your student loan on a fix rate? Okay, all right. So, they’re
still deforming, okay. So, what I would do is -- First of all, is it
Government or is it private? Okay, you could always negotiate it.
So, have you negotiated a plan, have you called and said, “I have
a plan set, but I want pay this back?” Yeah, okay, oh you are?
Okay, okay.

So, what I would do is, if you’re in school and you don’t have the
means and what I would try to do is limit the other debt that I
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had, because your student loan debt is going to be the lowest debt,
but you want to make sure that you negotiate the best rate when
you’re getting ready to pay it back. Because wherever you call the
payback alone, you want to make sure once you made that
agreement. And he gave you a great rate. They also may have a
backside to it, where you’d have penalized heavily if don’t. You
had not even keep up with the note.

So, I do believe in extending health through, consumer
counseling, to help negotiate those student loan, but they a lot of
things now for student loans. They allow you to get a reduced
rate when you are not able to pay him back And, that’s what I
would do at that point.

00:35:10

Now, the other debt, you want to keep down. Because when you
started working, that’s the only debt you have, so you would be
able to expedite it. But that compound to what other debt makes
it a whole lot and it don’t really come out to you as much. But
down the road, they are. But it’s still growing, it still has interest
on it and is growing. And I believe, personally that debt is debt
and debt means “I said I was going to pay these back. So, I should
pay him back”. There’s no such thing as a walk away debt, unless
the debt just say "How I’m just going to let you walk away.”, but
I am not proponent and tell people to go and file bankruptcy real
easy.

We had a lot of people file a bankruptcy, because it was all these
commercials on, but what bankruptcy does it makes you pay more
for the next 10 years on anything you want to buy. So, everything
you purchase for the next 10 years, after your bank goes up and
calls. You go get a car, instead you paying 6% or 4% or 3%, you’re
going to have to pay 15, 18. So everything goes up.

So, we will talk about credit too, when we get to the part about
how to stretch your budget. But my goal is that if you’re still going
to school preparing to make a living and you have to do that. And
I will focus on the other stuff, that’s not mandatory. That’s how
you’re preparing yourself and investing yourself. I will look at it
as that, but I would not get any other debt. So, I will keep my
expenses low and will drive a car that’s cost me the lowest, I’m
going to catch the bus, I’m going to ride my bike, I’m going to do
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something, but I'm not going to add debt to it. Any other
question? Okay

So, she says “When you’re tying aggressive pay down debt, what's
the most important one you should tackle first?” I say the one
with the highest interest rate, because that’s the one growing the
fastest. Now, if you are disciplined and if your credit is not
messed up, I implored a tactic that, I'm not sure if you could still
could do it, because what I use to do, I use to get a lot of credit
cards, I would have to get the discovery card and even when I has
at debt, my credit was good. I had messed up, I will get a
discovery card, I will get Visa and I’ll get a MasterCard.

And they say “You get one year free, one year no interest”, but
here’s the catch, so I will get that one year no interest and I will
take my debt and I’ll switch it to that discovery card for one year.
Now, if you miss one payment, you miss one payment, if you are
late sometimes, they would take all that debt and retro it and
pour it on you. So, you had to make you meet every payment on
time. So, if you’re not going to make every payment on time, do
not do this. Because you take and triple debt, but what I was
doing was I was taking it and I was paying, I take it all this and
put on discovery, and all of discovery back on VISA. And
sometimes you could go to MasterCard, but sometimes you
couldn’t, but I would just switch it around every year and I will
get one -- it will have like you know very low 5, 3% sometimes,
but 0%. So, that’s the tactic you could use once.

Second, you can't call and try to negotiate. This way of consumer
counseling comes in, a reduction in interest rate, because you’re
going to try and pay it off. Now, that requires sometime you
tank(ph) up a card and nothing wrong with that especially when
you got some savings. So, if you have any emergency you could
take care, but that’s another way. You can't negotiate with credit
at sometime and sometimes, it takes a third party and knows how
to do it like a consumer counseling.

I say consumer counseling, because they’re like the non-profit.
Now, go to these people at time and we are going to erase your
debt, we don’t charge you and then they’ll going to do nothing, but
write some letters. And I don’t know what they do, but it doesn’t
sound right. So, I haven't investigated it, but I know it doesn’t
sound right, because I don’t know, I’m behind by going to erase
your debt. You know something just ain’t worth investigating,
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but consumer counseling they call on your behalf as they help
negotiate your budget and they go through everything so we have
debt, I always refer to consumer counseling. Anybody else, any
other question? All right, sure.

Well, what they’re going to do, they’re going to look at your total
debt and you’re going to work out on a plan. They’re going to work
out a plan for all your debt and they looked at your income and
they looked at what you could do. But the biggest thing about
them is, they are respected and when they call, you just get to
negotiate your stuff down. So, if you’re paying and I mean
dropping down 7% or 8% that percentage is a huge. I mean
percentage points are just huge on debt out on invest.

You know, so, that’s a game changer. Percentage is more
important than time, if you have high percentage it takes less
time for your money to grow, but it’s hard getting high percentage
without taking the whole bunch of risk and we’re going to talk
about risk and return which is you can go and invest to something
that’s going grow really fast, but you got a good chance of losing,
it’s like going to Vegas. Vegas is risky return, but people still go
because Vegas, you take all the risk. The odds are stacked for the
house. That’s why they got marble floor and skyscrapers. They
are winning. Okay, how much Floyd Mayweather say his
winning? He’s losing, I mean he gambled, he’s winning. They got
it fixed.

00:40:01

So, when you look at the Stock Market, it’s is a little different,
because that’s time, but you’re able to get a part. What we’re
explaining in Stock Market, I go back to the origin of things why
we set up. So, you could understand the fundamentals of what
the Stock Market is really for, instead of what people thinking it’s
for. Because when the Stock Market was going up crazy and the
heads of marketing machine working, where they would tell you
companies are growing that leaves abounds and you have white
guy name Warren Buffet, you all remember the “Tech Craze”,
where he had the tech stock and he were putting all his money
into idea.

It had no sales, it was just an idea. And they would take you
straight to the market and people go buy the share. Evan made
a product and Warren Buffet kept saying “This is not
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fundamentally sound, it makes no sense, I'm not going to do it”.
And you see the commercials, where the guy getting more his
stock went and went up like this and --. So, that’s the high risk
and I believe in risk management. I don’t believe in taking crazy
risks. So, I believe in hedging my risk with solid investments that
I've understand and know, if I can’t see it and I don’t understand
it, I don’t do it. You know the question and I that’s a great
philosophy. If they can't explain it to you where you understand
it, they say "Trust me”, say "No, thank you”. Any other questions?

All right, well, it’s 8:00 a.m./p.m.. So we went far about this, so
went a little bit over, so the next month, we’re going to talk about
fixing our budget and we’re going to start investing 101. We’re
going to talk about fixing our budget and we’re gong to start
talking about compound interest in things that will help grow
your money. But we’re going to first start with fixing that budget.
What are the things you can do when stuff is out of line? And
when should you like move in sale? Because that’s another thing.

A lot time when a life changing events, what's the window? How
do you give yourself a window as to know, okay “when do I
downsize?” Because that’s the emotional challenge for people
when they have a life changing event and what they do, they are
hoping and go pass the time and now, they are in the point of no
return. Sometimes if you could get out and get out where you can
minimize your losses you got a chance to rebuild and I know its
tough, but don’t get tied to anything material. Don’t get tied to
no house, no car, don’t get tied to anything material is not a part
of your emotion.

You have to say “Look, I know this is the house that I grew up in,
but hey, I'm going to rebuild and I have a bigger house that need
my legacy.” But you lose it all sometimes. Yeah, well, my take is
that, okay so what you’re dealing with is you’re dealing with -- in
one case, a large sum. He has billions, so the move that he is
looking for is a little different because he has this and with you.
What I will recommend is individual stocks may not be the best
place if you don’t have a large amount of money.

Mutual funds would be best, because mutual funds present a
balanced approach. You would have some Wallmart, but you are
also has some Amazon in it. You may have some other stuff, so if
Wallmart goes away, your whole money is gone. So, when we talk
about mutual funds, we talk and give you the definition of mutual
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fund, the example I give is, you’re riding from South Carolina,
California and you got stage coat. Okay, you remember stage
goat? Okay, you could have a stage coat, that got six horses or
you can have a stage coat that have one horse. So, you buy mutual
funds that’s like you got six horses. So, one die, you got five left.
When you buy a stock, you like you got like stage coat for one
horse. That one horse goes, you’re gone, you’re walking. So, even
when you’re buying your company’s stock. They always say
diversify. So, it gives you an options, so if it goes away, you still
hadn’t lost, you only have all your eggs and one basket, all those
clichés you heard. And that’s what I recommend you do and
mutual funds do really well.

I mean when I explain the mutual fund to you and see, you better
go through it and you see companies you like and you say "Wow,
that’s a good company, that a good company,” and they have a
better -- nothing but a company that buys a group of stock with a
type of philosophy. They either have a growth philosophy. They
have a value philosophy, so we will talk about all of that, when
we start talking about stocks, but that’s what I would recommend.

Listen, I bought mutual funds all, but I still buy mutual funds,
but all my life, I bought mutual funds. I didn’t start buying
individual stocks to see, I got comfortable that I knew what I was
doing, but I lost the most amount of money, when I started doing
all like crazy -- I was doing auctions, I was doing all kind of stuff,
because that’s going to take days.

So, money was flying up and flying out. It was a great story, but
it’s all about my development, had I not gone through that, man,
I’d be messed up right now boy. Be obviously in trouble. And like
I said, I was like a lot of you all, I had a guy desperate and start
doing a lot of risky things, because I felt like I had to do something
right now. Instead of taken something small and growing it. And
I've been talking about that, when we started talking my
investment. Find out something that works and don’t try to
always go big early, go small early, find out something that works
and then you just build on that. I mean Carmen Russell, a lot of
people Dan Illage(Ph), I got business in Detroit when I was up
there and he was talking how the Illage’s are one of the richest
family in America. They had billions of dollars, they own Little
Caesar Pizza, but his dad has started the place with one pizza
store and he said his first customer, he said he gave the pizza
away, because then he had first customer.
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The second customer gave the pizza away, because they were the
second customer and his wife said “Look, you keep giving this
pizza away, we are going to be out of business”. But now, he is a
multi billionaire, Dan Illage out of Detroit Michigan. Great story,
his Christian, he gives a lot, but my thing is that start where you
have an ideal or you have a strategy and you just start small.

If you want to get into real estate, get a duplex, should you have
to manage people you’re going to watch your property. And you
end up standing in your property free, you had a duplex and you
got the one side of renting out. That person going to pay you at
least 50% to 80% of mortgage, but people say “I don’t want a
duplex and why not? People stay in apartment”. And you know,
so there’s a lot of things you could do, but yeah that’s why we are
doing your case, You all look at mutual fund. Any other question?
All right well thank you all for coming out and I’ll see you all in
next month. Thank you.

Female: You are listening to brothersoftheword.com. This was session two
of the “Render My Money, Financial, Empowerment Class” by
Gerald Render. This message is number 6468. That’s 6468. To
listen to over a thousand free messages or to send this message
number 6468 to a friend go to brothersoftheword.com.

Male: If this message has been a blessing to you and you would like to
help support this ministry go to iwanttogive.com. That’s
iwanttogive.com.

Female 1: listen to brothersoftheword.com often, because brother, you need
the word.

(Music Playing)
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